Kumangka
Beyond.
Coming together as Seek
one to
learn

Together, we seek
to inspire, connect
and belong.
At Aldinga Payinthi College, the teaching and learning of the eight
Australian Curriculum learning areas occur through an integrative
approach, focussing on authentic opportunities centred on
learners’ interests and developmental stages. Opportunities are provided
for deepening learning through answering big questions, exploring issues
and solving problems.
The names of each Kumangka were chosen to incorporate Kaurna
language, and acknowledge the characterisations, adaptations and
beauty of our Australian fauna and their reliance on each other within
our natural environment. The images representing each Kumangka were
developed from the images provided by Kaurna artist and landscape
designer Paul Hertzich and can be found in Payinthi’s sculpture,
sandblasted pavement and rocks, and internal glazing across the college.

Seek Beyond.

We connect teachers, learners and learning within and across the
curriculum. Learning is developed through a focus on general
capabilities with literacy and numeracy key priorities across all learning
areas. Learners develop capabilities when they apply knowledge and
skills confidently, effectively and appropriately in complex and changing
circumstances.
The three overarching cross-curriculum priorities provide learners with
tools and language to engage and better understand their world and the
connections within it.
The Australian Curriculum is described as a three-dimensional curriculum
that recognises the central importance of disciplinary knowledge, skills
and understanding, general capabilities, and cross-curriculum priorities.
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Imaage: The three dimensions of the Australian Curriculum. Source: Australian Curriculum website

Tarnta
Tarnta integrates the learning areas:
•

Science

•

Technologies (digital and design)

•

Mathematics

Learners propose solutions in real-world contexts while developing
numerical and scientific skills. Through a focus on Science, Technologies
and Mathematics, learners engineer innovative solutions to problems. This
connected approach develops learners’ critical understanding of the
impact of design and technology on their life, the wider world and its
culture. Learners develop skills and dispositions to critically evaluate
evidence and learn to make informed decisions about global challenges.
They identify problems, develop and apply their understanding of
mathematical and scientific concepts, and design processes to propose
solutions to authentic problems.
Moving into Senior Years, an interest in these areas may see learners
develop specialist skills in metal and wood fabrication, technical drawing,
architecture, Computer Aided Design (CAD), pre-engineering studies,
aviation and drones, artificial intelligence, exploring and developing virtual
worlds, Robotics, Marine Biology and Aquaculture, in addition to further
Mathematics and Science courses.

TARNTA
(Kangaroo)
The tarnta moves by propelling from its powerful hind legs. It uses its thick
long tail to balance its body while hopping. A tarnta can move at speeds up
to 60kmh, it can also leap over obstacles up to 3 metres high. Female tarnta
have the ability to freeze the development of an embryo until the previous
joey is able to leave the pouch.
Tarnta have developed creative ways to respond and adapt to changing
environments and the physics behind their specialised locomotion makes
them one of the most energy efficient land animals in the world. Tarnta’s
mechanical and biological way of being perfectly represents the skills in
STEM.

Pilyapilya
Pilyapilya integrates the learning areas:
•

The Arts

•

Visual Arts

•

Drama

•

Music

•

Dance

•

Media Arts

Learners are encouraged to interpret the world around them through
artistic expression, developing creativity, self-exploration and selfexpression. Key theoretical understandings are explored including critical
and creative thinking and design process skills. Learners develop skills
in drawing, painting, sculpture, art interpretation, as well as analysis and
appreciation of various art forms; drama performance and theatrical
conventions, dance and musicianship (theory and practical skills).
Learners are able to blend traditional skills with new applications and
ideas.
Moving into Senior Years, an interest in these areas may see learners
develop specialist skills using creative uses for tools, including Adobe
Illustrator and Autodesk (Computer Aided Design) alongside traditional art
skills such as jewellery making, textiles and fashion design, and Graphic
Design. Music composition, script writing and performance of larger
productions may form future pathways.

PILYAPILYA
(Butterfly)
Pilyapilya is first born as a caterpillar, before forming a cocoon to undergo
metamorphosis, emerging as a pilyapilya.
The coloured wings of a pilyapilya show symmetry and consideration of
audience and environment through a design that either acts as a warning,
a way of attracting mates, or hiding from predators. Like the Arts, pilyapila
reflect nature, beauty, gracefulness and creativity..

Taamanti nurlurni
Taamanti nurlurni integrates the learning areas:
•

English

•

Humanities and Social Sciences

•

Language - German

Learners appreciate and use language in all its variations, to develop a
sense of its richness and power, to evoke feelings, convey information,
form ideas and facilitate interaction with others. They develop
understanding of the connections between language and culture, and
explore different perceptions of people, places, ideas and events. They
consider the interdependent nature of the world and interrelationships
between the natural environment, human communities and economies.
Moving into Senior Years, an interest in these areas may see learners
develop specialist skills in Literary Studies, English and Essential English,
Tourism, History, Society and Culture, Business and Enterprise, Geography,
Sociology, Philosophy, Cultural Studies, and entrepreneurial opportunities.

TAAMANTI NURLURNI
(Ibis)
Taamanti nurlurni forage in a range of natural and man-made habitats,
adapting as a colony within an increasingly urban environment.
Taamanti nurlurni communicate via different vocalisations, similar to dialects;
they make a throaty murmur while foraging for food or communicating
amongst themselves.
Taamanti nurlurni live together in social groups with their collaboration
increasing their foraging productivity. This has allowed adaptation to
emerging environments, mirroring the skills which are learned through
Humanities, Social Sciences, English and Language.

Puntuntu
Puntuntu integrates the learning areas:
•

Health

•

Physical Education

•

Technologies (food)

Learners engage in a range of practical and theoretical activities that
include various team and individual sports, human movement, nutrition
and food technology, the child protection curriculum, and fitness. They
learn to develop healthy relationships, to become confident and happy
within themselves and their bodies, and make well-informed and safe
decisions now and in the future. Learners develop understanding of the
complex interplay of biological, sociocultural and environmental factors
that support and improve health and wellbeing, and factors that put this
at risk.
Moving into Senior Years, an interest in these areas may see learners
develop specialist skills through courses in Physical Education, Sport and
Recreation, Sports Science, Biomechanics and Sports Psychology, Food
Technology, Food and Hospitality, Health and Human Development,
Nutrition, Outdoor Recreation, Safety and Leadership, Environmental
Studies, Aged Care, and Child Studies.

PUNTUNTU
(Dragonfly)
Puntuntu are able to move each of their four wings independently; they can
flap each wing up and down and rotate their wings forward and back on an
axis. Puntuntu can move straight up or down, fly backward, stop and hover,
and make hairpin turns at full speed or in slow motion. They can fly forward
at a speed of 100 body lengths per second.
Puntuntu are self-aware, accepting of change and are symbols of good
health which is reflected through Health, Physical Education and Food
Technology.
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